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Welcome to the Autumn edition of the Scottish Borders Newsletter. On review 

its been yet another fascinating season across the Scottish Borders with so 

many tales to tell regarding our Butterflies and Moths, its almost impossible to 

jam it all in here, and so I have been restricted to highlights at best. 

 

As far as Butterflies were concerned, we obviously experienced a quite 

phenomenal migration of Painted Lady that arrived in three waves. The first of 

those waves arriving in February! Additionally, following on from last year’s 

double sighting of Holly Blue in the Scottish Borders, we had lots more sightings 

through the spring at multiple locations. The White-letter Hairstreak season 

kicked off in early July and two new 10k squares were discovered to house the 

Butterfly. Finally, the Wall Brown, not making anywhere near the headlines 

that it should has exploded inland, far reaching with a sighting as far as Selkirk.  

 

The front cover is one of this year’s Small Blue offspring, photographed on the 

Catcairn scree slopes on the coast between Burnmouth and Lamberton. Such an 

unusual season for the Small Blue with the first adults being seen north of 

Burnmouth in late April. This is by far the earliest date the species has been 

recorded locally. 

 

I hope you enjoy reading the Newsletter, and don’t forget you can submit any 

news you have from across the Scottish Borders to me at the email address 

above, and the chances are it will be in the Spring edition. We are kind of short 

of budding journalists. 

 

  

Welcome to the latest issue of our newsletter for Butterfly Conservation 

members and many other people living in the Scottish Borders and further 

afield. Please forward it to others who have an interest in butterflies & 

moths and who might like to read it and be kept in touch with our 

activities. 

Iain Cowe 

iainacowe@gmail.com 

 

mailto:iainacowe@gmail.com


 

  

For a short while back in February, as I previously reported, we experienced a 

phenomenally early Painted Lady migration to our part of these islands. It was 

short lived. It is unlikely, as I saw nor heard any evidence to suggest, that it 

was in anyway successful. A flash in the pan…perhaps. Spring idled by 

meanwhile with only the odd and fleeting report of Painted Lady, but all had 

become very quiet across the Borders as far as the Painted Lady was 

concerned. At the beginning of June I was made aware that Red Admiral were 

landing up along the shore in fair numbers on a prevailing northeaster. I went 

off to investigate this at Burnmouth on the 6th. I was astounded to see so many 

Red Admiral, though among those multitudes of Vanessa atalanta were a few 

bruised and battered Vanessa cardui. These were to be the vanguard of a 

second wave. Just three days later, on the 9th, same location, I encountered a 

much-enhanced party of Painted Lady. I counted 77 along a short stretch of 

brae roadside feeding on Red Valerian. News came in from across the Scottish 

Borders and the Lothians of large numbers being seen. This was all we 

expected to see, and nothing had prepared us for what was to come. Towards 

the end of July Painted Lady were still being reported widely in an ever-

decreasing number with migrants likely from the south bolstering numbers 

from time to time. Once again things began to change as an easterly that had 

been persistent brought a fresh batch to the coast. Northumberland and the 

Lothians were reporting clouds of Painted Lady moving in off the sea. Photos 

and videos began appearing on social media. I had been busy and not really 

caught up with what was occurring. I left the house that morning for an errand, 

cursing slightly that everyone else had clouds of Painted Lady and I had none. 

On the way to my garden gate I counted 10 Painted Lady sitting on my path. I 

looked across the fields and saw hundreds of Painted Lady, everywhere I 

looked. This was truly a wonderous sight. The coastline was saturated and 

many of those Painted Lady began journeying inland and had reached the west 

coast and Ireland very quickly indeed.  

Third wave 

by Iain Cowe 



  

A few days after the initial tsunami wave of Painted Lady things began to settle 

down, numbers dropped as the migration continued onwards. The stragglers 

began peppering the Thistles with eggs, and from those eggs we experienced a 

gradual drip of fresh Painted Lady appearing right up to just a few days ago in 

fact. There are very few around now the weather has turned sadly, but while it 

lasted, this was truly a remarkable season for this hardy, yet beautiful long-

haul traveller. 



 

 

  

Some statistics first. Over the past two summers 30 local volunteers have visited 
around 100 sites holding a colony of the butterfly across our area and the 
reports back indicate a real mix of large, small and tiny colonies, some surviving 
on just a handful of Rock-rose foodplants for the caterpillars. And while many 
seem to be OK, quite a few are under threat from gorse or bracken invasion, 
tree planting or other changed practices on the land. 
 
The survey results have always been seen as an essential step towards 
conservation activities and the really excellent news is that Butterfly 
Conservation Scotland has secured Heritage Lottery funding for a one-year 
project Saving the Northern Brown Argus in the Scottish Borders which will build 
on survey data knowledge to target areas for conservation work. The project 
runs from September 2019 to August 2020 and much focus will be on raising 
awareness of the loss of species-rich grasslands and highlighting the area’s 

importance for the Northern Brown Argus. 

  Northern Brown Argus in the Borders 

            – we progress to the next phase                                                                      

by Barry Prater 

Northern Brown Argus (Edgar's Cleugh) 

Barry Prater 



 

  

During the project, work will be carried out to improve habitat for the 

butterfly on at least five sites. Two workshops will also be held during the 2020 

flight season to encourage further surveys and interest in the butterfly. Related 

to these, advice and information will go to landowners, managers, farmers and 

forestry planners so that the habitat needs of the butterfly are more widely 

understood; the creation of digital maps defining the locations of colonies will 

be a key tool to help with this (see the map below showing a small example). 

This combination of practical conservation action and spreading the word 

amongst those with most influence on land use has to be a powerful approach 

encourage improvements. 

This project would not have progressed without the huge survey input which 

came entirely from volunteers (BC Branch members and others) and these next 

steps will also rely on their much appreciated support. 

For further information about the project please contact David Hill at 

dhill@butterfly-conservation.org  or Barry Prater barry@prater.myzen.co.uk  

 

mailto:dhill@butterfly-conservation.org
mailto:barry@prater.myzen.co.uk


 

  

  Climbing cliffs for 

      caterpillars by Katty Baird 

 



 

 

 

  

I’d like to think that climbing Berwickshire’s steeply sloping cliffs would get easier with 

practice. It doesn’t. Despite fairly regular scrambling down and staggering back up 

between August and May to monitor moths hibernating in sea-level caves my upward 

journey continues to require regular stops to “admire the view” until normal breathing is 

resumed.  

And so it was in August this year that I was pausing to catch my breath about a sixth of the 

way up the cliffs east of Siccar Point, enjoying screaming House Martins overhead and 

Devil’s Bit Scabious and Burnet Saxifrage flowers at my feet. Caterpillars came to mind, as 

they often do when I look at plants for any length of time, and I wondered if now was the 

time to be looking for Pimpinel Pug larvae on Burnet Saxifrage. Having had a vague look in 

East Lothian the previous September, I was aware they fed on the ripening seeds of this 

plant but couldn’t recall much else about them. Certainly worth a look though, and an 

ideal reason to go slow for the rest of the climb. So resuming my upward plod at a 

meandering snail’s pace, I began peering into the flower heads of every Burnet Saxifrage I 

passed. 

Burnet Saxifrage is not the most exciting of flower to stare at, and I might well have soon 

given up, but perhaps 25 flower-heads later I spotted a tiny caterpillar! It was a Geometrid 

and looked good for a Pug, though being small and greenish it could quite possibly have 

been any number of species. Deciding a photo might not be sufficient I put it and its food 

in a pot and returned to examining more plants. But many plants later I reached the cliff 

top with no further caterpillar rewards. 

 
Pimpinel Pug larva 



 

  

Back home internet pictures and Roy Leverton’s opinion made it likely that my caterpillar 

was indeed Pimpinel Pug, but rearing was required to confirm. There are very few Scottish 

records of this moth, all coastal: from two sites in Berwickshire, one in East Lothian and 

one from Fife. In the UK it is considered a ‘local’ moth, with most records from southern 

and eastern counties. Adults do come to light, but caterpillar hunting is considered a good 

way to look for this species.   

Over the subsequent weeks I studied many seeds heads of Burnet Saxifrage on a few more 

Berwickshire cliffs and at some East Lothian locations too. I found caterpillars in five – two 

(Tantallon in East Lothian and Coldingham Bay in Berwickshire) were near to where adults 

have been caught in recent years and there were three new Berwickshire locations in 

between. The older instars are easier to spot, they can be greenish or dark reddish, and 

look more convincingly like the pictures on the internet; it now seems unlikely my finds can 

be anything other than Pimpinel Pug. I had failed searches at another three locations, 

though Tawny-speckled Pug and Lime-Speck Pug larvae tried to fool me by looking quite 

similar and feeding on Burnet Saxifrage.  

All the caterpillars I collected have successfully pupated (some are in Roy’s expert care) 

and we await to see what will emerge next summer! Hopefully not too many flies or wasps. 

Now I know what to look for, as the Burnet Saxifrage seed heads start to turn from green to 

brown at the end of next summer, I will be back on my hands and knees looking in new 

locations hoping to add more dots to the map. 

 

Feeding Pimpinel Pug larva 



  

Some additional images Katty sent me to add to the article. 

Tawny Speckled Pug at Redheugh 
A green version of the Pimpinel Pug 

caterpillar 

Pimpinel Pug 



  

This small caterpillar Katty found is the Lime-speck Pug. I 

was reminded of finding an adult during 2018 on 

Burnmouth shore. The adults of the Lime-speck are very 

distinctive and easily recognised as you can see inset.  



 

 

 

  
by Iain Cowe

The Wall first became established as a coastal species at the beginning of 

this century and appeared in mid Mays first brood then a second brood into 

August. Strongholds were about Burnmouth and St Abbs Head. Numbers were 

low, then as each season passed, they picked up ever so slowly. I started 

seeing them on steep river banking’s of the Whiteadder from about 2010. 

The species then started to become extremely successful along the coastal 

strip with huge numbers appearing, especially in the second brood in August. 

The Wall was being seen all along the Berwickshire and East Lothian coast 

with rumour of it having reached the capital. Inland, strings of singles could 

be found on arable field edges, mostly males. They were creating corridors 

of opportunity that females would visit flying inland from coastal locales, 

inhabiting and colonising any suitable habitat, eventually settling in some 

numbers. 

Of all the Butterfly species found throughout 

the Scottish Borders there is no doubt that 

the Wall, or Wall Brown, is a rising star 

among them. Twenty years ago, the Wall was 

but a fleeting summer visitor this far north, 

and only a few had been recorded over a long 

period of lean years. Things though since then 

have changed, oh so very radically. 



 

  

The hot summer of 2018 was extremely advantageous for several of our species 

with expanding distributions. The Wall took full advantage. After a slow spring 

start, the second brood from late July really showed up on the radar. I was 

caught out by the numbers around the village of Chirnside. They were 

outnumbering every other species easily and could be found on every single 

arable field edge within a few miles’ radius. Was this happening elsewhere I 

wondered? Yes, yes it was! Wall were especially reported in numbers about 

Duns, Greenlaw, Allanton, and reports from several sources of many Wall 

suddenly appearing near Hume Castle. Now… the thing is, we already knew that 

they frequented as far inland as these localities, the difference was the number 

of Butterflies being seen. To add to the reach of the Wall, I also heard reports 

of Wall on Selkirk Hill, the Isle of May, and a single female up at RSPB 

Fowlsheugh reserve near Stonehaven. 

The backdrop to all this good news is that the Wall Brown are not doing all that 

very well nationally. When I say nationally, I do mean in the south. The 

Butterfly is thought to be struggling to adjust to a warming climate and 

attempting to throw out extra late broods that are very often doomed to 

failure.   



 

  

This problem may well affect our populations in years to come, and meanwhile 

the Wall could well be headed even farther north. Its all in the lap of the gods, 

not only with the Wall Brown, but with many of our species which do appear to 

be a in a state of flux. The pressures of habitat loss and warming climate really 

are quite obvious to any observer who has spent time in the field this past 

twenty years. 

Next spring will be interesting as always to see just how well established the 

Wall can become as it builds up numbers inland.     

If you’ve seen it, report it .......  
  
The work of County Recorders is made a little easier if records are sent in from time to 
time during the year rather than all together at the end. 
  
The Borders County Moth Recorders:  
Peeblesshire: Reuben Singleton, 5 Frankscroft, Peebles, Scottish Borders EH45 9DX  
reuben@dukehaugh.free-online.co.uk Tel: 01721 723858  
Selkirkshire: Malcolm Lindsay, Burn House, Mossilee Road, Galashiels TD1 1NF  
malcandles46@talktalk.net Tel: 01896 753425  
Roxburghshire: Malcolm Lindsay, Burn House, Mossilee Road, Galashiels TD1 1NF  
malcandles46@talktalk.net Tel: 01896 753425  
Berwickshire: Barry Prater, 12 Barefoots Crescent, Eyemouth, Berwickshire TD14 5BA  
barry@prater.myzen.co.uk Tel: 018907 52037  
& the Borders Butterfly Recorder:  
Iain Cowe, 6 Lammerview, Chirnside, Berwickshire TD11 3UW  
bordersbutterflies@eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk Tel: 01890 818314 or 07904274310 
  
There is guidance on submitting your butterfly and moth records on the branch website and 

also some recording forms which you can use - these help enormously when collating all 

the records. 

www.eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/ 
  
or on our Facebook pages 
 
http://www.facebook.com/EastScotlandButterflyConservation 
  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/eastscottishmoths/ 
 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/eastscottishbutterflies/ 
 
or Twitter 
 
https://twitter.com/BCeastscotland 

 

http://www.eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/EastScotlandButterflyConservation
https://www.facebook.com/groups/eastscottishmoths/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/eastscottishbutterflies/
https://twitter.com/BCeastscotland


 

 

 

An arctic-alpine species just hanging on to our highest tops ;  takes 2 years in 

punishing  high altitude  weather to go through its life cycle; then, amazingly, 

almost the whole population emerges synchronously every second year  to join 

an orgy of mating on the summit ridges;  good looking too.    

Who wouldn’t be obsessed by such a moth?  Victorian (and later) collectors 

certainly were and stripped moss off Grampian hillsides looking for pupae from 

which emerged perfect adults for pinning in their display cases. 

Just what drives the extraordinary synchronous biennial emergence is not fully 

understood but thought due to a relationship with a predatory wasp species the 

prevalence of which waxes and wanes in opposite synchrony. In highland 

Scotland most Northern Darts fly in even-numbered years.  That appears to 

obtain with the two populations in the Tweedsmuir SSSI which Teyl de Bordes 

and I discovered in 2014 and in 2018, the first records from southern Scotland. 

In July 1975 a single worn Northern Dart had been spotted (an unusual daytime 

record of the species) sitting on a peat hag on the Northumberland side of the 

Cheviot massif.  As far as I know no-one has since searched on the Cheviots.  So, 

in July of this odd numbered year I decided to investigate. 

 

 

 

 

Trap site at Auchope Cairn 

A moth obsession – 

            the Northern Dart by Malcolm Lindsay 



by  

 

  

The trip entailed a long walk-in so I could carry only one battery-powered 

actinic trap. I couldn’t find a date to suit any of my usual mothing buddies and 

so recruited a non-mothing friend who was keen on the walk and didn’t baulk at 

the prospect of a night out on the hills! 

Dusk of 15 July found us at 712metres on 

the summit of Auchope Cairns on the 

Scottish side of the Pennine Way.  In 

failing light we set up the trap and, tired 

after our steep climb, enjoyed a rest with 

coffee and sandwiches.  Before long 

moths began to arrive in small numbers.   

Nothing unexpected - True Lovers Knot, 

Ingrailed Clay, Northern Spinach, Dark 

Brocade, Dark Arches.  After an hour it 

went quiet.  We watched the Space 

Station pass over, enjoyed the stars, 

listened to the plaintive call of Golden 

Plover and drumming of Snipe. My 

companion settled down for a nap while I 

continued to hover over the trap. 

Northern Darts often appear late in the 

night so I hadn’t lost hope.  Suddenly 

success at 1:15!!  A fresh Northern Dart 

resplendent in its grey, black and red 

livery flew on to the white sheet around 

the trap.  And then another a few 

minutes later. 

My companion was roused to share the moment. That was it for the night.  A 

soaking mist came in from the south, stopped moth flight and made for a damp 

few hours as we awaited dawn and a happy descent into the valley.   

So Northern Darts are present in the Cheviots and appearing in odd-numbered 

years.  Remarkable that only 40 miles west in Tweedsmuir an even year 

appearance has evolved.  

What did my companion think of it all?... They say he speaks of little else! 

 

Northern Dart 



  

Hairstreak Hullabaloo 
By Iain Cowe

The White-letter Hairstreak attracted a very large crowd on the 13th July at 

Kelso. A gathering consisting of Butterfly Conservation members and a large 

contingent from the co-hosts, Edinburgh Natural History Society, as well as a 

good number of interested independents meeting up at Mayfield under heavy 

skies. I was extremely taken aback at the level of interest this tiny arboreal 

Butterfly had generated and did not expect the 40 odd people that turned up. 

Spotting the Butterfly in less than favourable conditions added to the pressure 

somewhat and soon after reaching a few of the occupied Elms at Springwood 

Park the heavens opened really quite seriously. I expected most to retreat to 

cars and home, but onwards everyone soldiered on. Only a few lucky individuals 

had caught sight of the Hairstreaks early on, many were left wondering if they 

even existed. As we splashed down the Teviot bank under a torrent of incessant 

rain, we could feel things getting slightly warmer…the rain was 

weakening…brightness was returning, but for how long. 

Its all about watching and waiting at Kelso, Springwood  



 

 

  

A few of us began to make our way back towards Springwood Park at a pace, 

instinctively. The time was of the essence. The majority had stayed on to the 

end in hope of glimpsing this new Scottish Borders species, and as the rain 

cleared we were not to be disappointed as the few brave adult males began 

jostling for position at the tops of the Elms feeling the warmth of the sun after 

the cold rain. 

For the next few days, and weeks in fact after the event many of the folks 

visiting the sites at Kelso that Saturday had returned in better weather to get 

much better views. The numbers of people visiting everyday attracted the 

attentions of many locals who had wondered what on earth we could find so 

interesting about the top of an old tree. What indeed! 

More generally, the White-letter Hairstreak had a very decent season by all 

accounts. I spent many days of long hours through July and into August scanning 

those Elm tops in many locations across the east and central Borders. In all there 

were three newly found occupied sites, with two of those being new 10 k 

squares. The first new 10k square discovery came from Dryburgh, on the Tweed 

banks on the Roxburghshire VC side. This was an expected find I guess, but still 

nice to have another square filled in.  

Female at Kelso 



  

White-letter Hairstreak known distribution up to October 2019. Scottish Borders and North 

Northumberland. 

White-letter Hairstreak at Kelso 



 

 

  

 The one I didn’t really expect, though I did, else I would never have been 

looking was on the 8th of August on the Ale banks between Ayton and Eyemouth 

way out in NT96. It was only the one, yet it was a female! Very important 

indeed, as she was egg laying on a sunny Elm along the woodland track. She 

also turned out to be a rare aberrant female form with her orange fringe on the 

hindwing showing white. 

 

Last year I organised a few outings during winter to look for the eggs of White-

letter Hairstreak. I plan to do the same this winter with a look at the Elms on 

the Alebanks near Eyemouth. I’m thinking the 16th November, a Saturday, 

weather permitting. If anyone would be interested, please get in touch before 

then.   

 

 

White-letter Hairstreak female near Eyemouth 

mailto:iainacowe@gmail.com


 

  

An Early New Year’s Resolution? 
 

Have you ever thought about trying some moth recording but perhaps been put 

off by not having a moth trap? Help is at hand, because we usually have one or 

more traps which can be lent out to get you started and there are plenty of 

willing folk around the Borders who are happy to advise on identifications so 

you needn’t be too daunted by the pictures in the field guides. Those of us who 

know a bit about moths all began with little or no knowledge and starting at the 

beginning suddenly opens up an undiscovered world. 

Get in touch if you’d like to talk about the possibilities. 

 

Barry Prater barry@prater.myzen.co.uk  

 

mailto:barry@prater.myzen.co.uk


  

  Sploshing and Stumbling 

   for Moths in Berwickshire 
                  by Barry Prater 

 Moths do get everywhere – well, almost everywhere – and each year I have a bit 

of a focus on particular sites or habitats, with trapping sessions planned in a 

half-organised and part random way and frequently dictated by weather 

conditions. A habitat I’ve been exploring this summer has been reed beds, 

initially to seek out the Southern Wainscot (first found in Berwickshire at St 

Abbs in 2018 by David Bryant) but also to see what else they, and the wet 

woodland frequently found nearby hold. Several new Southern Wainscot sites 

were located – has it spread here from further south or maybe just been 

overlooked as this moth is so similar to the almost ubiquitous Smoky Wainscot? 

More work needed. A reedbed is wet and placing a light trap is limited to its 

fringes, but even here it’s pretty soggy underfoot. As the light is surrounded 

quite closely by the tall reeds, its influence and drawing power must be limited 

to a fairly small radius, so attracting 5 or more of these wainscots to a little 

actinic trap suggests that the population in a large reedbed must be huge. 

 

Always expect the unexpected’ is quite a good rule of thumb when mothing. In 

one reedbed near the coast a Lesser Treble-bar turned up, known from the 

Northumberland coast and along the sides of the Forth, but a new species for 

the Borders. It’s basically a dry ground species whose caterpillars feed on St 

John’s-wort so it must have strayed away from the rough ground at the coast. 

And new sites for the damp-loving Dingy Shears, Blue-bordered Carpet and the 

neatly patterned Oblique Carpet were located. 

Above, left to right, Southern Wainscot, Lesser Treble- bar, Oblique Carpet. 



  

Away from these sites, Fiona Crook had an excellent record of the Dark Spinach 

at Hume. This moth was formerly quite widely recorded in Britain but has 

declined drastically – the most recent record in Berwickshire was back in 1962 

and there are only a couple of other Borders sites where it has been found since 

then. 

 

Some sites just keep on giving. The Berwickshire coast is well-studied for its 

moths, and the steep grassy braes north of Burnmouth are known to hold a 

super set of both moths and butterflies, making it worthwhile to negotiate the 

half mile of rocks and boulders, often wet and covered in slippery seaweeds, to 

get there with some traps. I last looked here in 2012-13 so a revisit seemed a 

good idea. As well as some of the old favourites (Dew Moth, Blackneck, Galium 

Carpet) this year a Thyme Pug came to one of my traps, new for me and 

Berwickshire. On the same night two specimens of the rather nice-looking 

micromoth Delplanqueia dilutella appeared; this is mostly a western species 

and not previously known from the Borders. 

 

Dark Spinach, by Fiona Crook 

Delplanqueia dilutella 



 

 

 

  

 Moth Shorts 
a short summary by Malcolm Lindsay 

Dingy Footman turned up in late July in the moth trap of David and Annabelle Skinner at 
Chesters. A new Borders record. It has been in Dumfries and Galloway since c 2010 but 
Roy Leverton reports that this year has seen a major expansion in range. Look out for it - 
the broad rounded forewing shape distinguishes it from its close relatives. It seems likely 
that it will colonise the Borders as Buff Footman has done.  
Other moths new to the Borders were found in 2019. In Liddesdale Philip Hutton found a 
Silver Hook in early July and light-trapped the distinctive micro moth Carcina quercana 
later that month. Teyl de Bordes trapped the migrant micro Loxostege sticticalis in 
Roxburghshire in early August, and at least 8 other micro–moth species were added to 
the Borders list. Barry Prater has been trapping intensively on Berwickshire wetland sites 
and found a Lesser Treble-bar in early September 
Reuben Singleton found a Northern Rustic in his garden light-trap in Late July. A lovely 
softly patterned moth and a new record for Peeblesshire. The Berwickshire cliffs are the 
Borders stronghold of this species, but it may well be present on rocky hills and scree 
slopes further west. 
Other very good finds were Grey Scalloped Bar trapped in Chesters in late June (David & 
Annabelle Skinner);  Suspected, very local in the Borders, a new record for Selkirkshire 
and, despite its name not a difficult moth to recognise (Malcolm Lindsay) ; Buff Arches, a 
spectacular species which turned up in several traps in late July ; Dark Spinach, a very 
rare Borders moth light-trapped in July in Berwickshire – the first Berwickshire record for 
57 years (Fiona Crook) ; Anomalous, a first for Andrew Bramhall’s garden trap in 
Tweedbank in late August.  
Migrant macro moths were represented by a Small Mottled Willow (Denholm, late 
June, Nick Cook), a spectacular Bedstraw Hawk-moth (late July, Chesters, David & 
Annabelle Skinner) and a Convolvulus Hawk-moth (early September, found on a door 
handle in Newcastleton, Rodney Groom).  
Ian Malcolm found 2 White Ermines in his trap at St Mary’s Loch in late May – a normal 
one and a most remarkable melanistic form.  Roy Leverton commented “Yes, that really 
is extreme. Perhaps it should be in the museum, if still retained. I have caught one going 
in that direction but falling well short. This one would have been worth good money to 
the old collectors.” Ian has arranged for the specimen to be added to the National 
Museum collection.     
 



 

  

 
 

Silver Hook Deltote uncula 

Philip Hutton 

 

Dingy Footman Eilema griseola 

David and Annabelle Skinner 

 

 

Convolvulus Hawk-moth Agrius 

convolvuli 

Rodney Groom 

Buff Arches Habrosyne pyritoides 

Philip Hutton 

 



 

  

A Burnmouth male Holly Blue underside. Very unlike 

Common Blue, similar to Small Blue, but a far larger 

Butterfly. 

The cryptic lifestyle of Holly Blue can be very difficult to predict here in the 

Scottish Borders with a history that has been scant and extremely sporadic with 

only ever a few recorded about Galashiels, Kelso and on the coast near 

Coldingham. The records we did have were from a short period of activity 

through 2006 to 2008. The majority of those were seen in August, the second 

brood flight time. The others were mostly seen in April, the first brood flight 

time with a single record in May. So, we had an outline of when to look, and 

roughly where, and not for the want of trying since 2008 many searches for this 

species have ended in failure. 

Fast forward now to 2018. On the 14th August I received an email from 

Christopher Green over at Eckford who reported a female Holly Blue in his 

garden. As convinced as I was, he was correct in his identification, a 

photograph would be the bees very hairy knees when it came to evidence. The 

very next day he provided a few photos of a female nectaring on Marjoram in 

his garden! Now that was good, but only a few hours later I had another piece 

of news from Coldingham Bay via text that my brother Robin had photographed 

a Holly Blue nectaring at Thistle behind the beach shop. Sadly, despite a good 

lot of effort all round we could not find another that year. 

 

We were set for 2019 being the Holly Blue year and needed the breakthrough 

sighting to get the ball rolling. It was Christopher Green again on the 21st of 

April who spotted a single male, no doubt the offspring of autumns female 

visitor.    

Holly Blue Fever 
By Iain Cowe 



  

I had never seen the species at all, so when Christopher invited me down to 

Eckford to view the now 3 Holly Blue males he was reporting, I just could not 

give up that chance. Quite often seeing a species and observing its behaviour 

for a while can be the key to finding it elsewhere. I teamed up that day with 

Hazel Hyslop who was visiting me that day anyway and we both headed for 

Christopher’s garden at Eckford. We arrived in good order and met Christopher 

who was quite nervous that the Holly Blue would not make an appearance as it 

was cloudy, and the sun was rather shy. He gave us a tour of his gorgeous wild 

garden, and it didn’t take long for us to spot a few Speckled Wood in the 

wooded area around the garden, a good sign! We got chatting, but all the while 

I was bursting to see Celastrina argiolus. I had dreamt of seeing this species for 

many years now, and here I was, only minutes, maybe seconds away. The sun 

was now out out! I broke away from Christopher and Hazel instinctively 

knowing that it’s now or never. I saw a few tiny little pale Butterflies suddenly 

burst from the Ivy swirling and twirling in front of my eyes. Oh, what a 

moment… quite emotional in fact. I was speechless. All these years, and there 

they were. 

An Eckford Holly Blue male. 



  

A male Holly Blue from Burnmouth this spring. 

In all we spotted as many as 4 males chasing round the garden with three 

humans chasing them. I was inspired! Could I spot my very own Holly Blues 

somewhere to the east? 

 I tried and better tried, and days passed. I knew I was warm, but just couldn’t 

get to put the final piece of the jigsaw together, and that is the esoteric 

nature of Holly Blue. I had been watching out at some Ivy that climbs across 

some rocks in a sunny position at the top of Burnmouth Brae. I was so 

convinced I would see them there that I spent inordinate amounts of time just 

scanning and straining to see. On the 13th of May while down at Burnmouth 

looking for Small Blue, not Holly Blue, I had just stumbled to the top of the 

steep brae and rested as I did now at the Ivy strewn rocks at the top. Nothing… 

it was a bit late in the day now perhaps for looking. I rounded the corner 

towards the village hall and past the school when I spotted something blue 

race across the golden Beech hedge. Noooooo…but I knew what it was straight 

away. It had disappeared and I momentarily doubted what I had just seen. But 

just then, a pale but bright metallic blue Butterfly swept from the crown of 

the Beech, and down, upsetting a Speckled Wood and cartwheeling into several 

Orange-tip, hovering ever so teasingly, then landing only a few feet away at 

head height in front of me. As you can imagine, great excitement ensued. 



 

 

 

  

Clouded Yellow sightings, despite this being a very decent migratory year were 

sparse to say the least. One afternoon on the Lamberton cliffs I was sent off on 

a wild goose chase up and down the steep cliffs after a Clouded Yellow 

someone I had been speaking to had said they had seen by the coastal path. I 

have no doubt it was Clouded Yellow, but why did I not press the observer for 

more detail.? Not everyone knows what a Clouded Yellow is, and anyone that 

does, should be listened to more closely. I remember basically leaving the 

observer in mid-sentence while I stalked off in blind pursuit. So Clouded Yellow 

were no doubt at there very base number of a few and very scattered.   

Out of interest, there were also a spate of sightings in and about Gullane, East 

Lothian this Autumn with the first spotted by the sharp-eyed Mary Hunter who 

was ably assisted in spotting even more of them at several locations around the 

town, by expert Peter Buchanan. Holly Blue were also reported by keen 

observers at the RBGE through Autumn as well. Are they back to stay this time? 

Time will tell. 

 

I spent a good few days after the Burnmouth encounter desperately trying to 

relive that hour of bliss in the company of Holly Blue, however apart from 

some fleeting glimpses I was unable to find anymore at Burnmouth to expand a 

picture any further. On the 15th April while combing the Ivy stands around 

Coldingham I did see, near Scoutscroft, a single Holly Blue being mobbed by St 

Marks Flies and retreating back to a thick Ivy-covered dead Elm. That was it for 

me. Elsewhere I had learned that Barry Prater had one in his garden during the 

late spring period with very little effort at all, and another popped up in a 

Melrose garden on the 25th of August (David Parkinson). So, what of Christopher 

Green at Eckford? Did the Holly Blue persist in his garden? On the 27th of August 

Christopher contacted me and reported a possible female in his 

garden…completing the full circle. Next year may well be very interesting as 

far as Holly Blue sightings go, or then again, maybe not. This is a species with a 

complex and elusive lifecycle that can never be relied upon fully, or maybe we 

are on the cusp of full-scale settlement of this species across the Borders and it 

finally establishing itself as a regularly breeding Butterfly. I do hope so.  

Just a few notes 



 

 

  

Gordon Community Woodland Small Pearl 

putting up with Meadow Buttercup. 

The Small Pearl- bordered Fritillary has been reported once again within the 

bounds of Gordon Moss making use of recent clearings that were opened up 

along the railway line and the dense Birch and Willow jungle. There is certainly 

some recovery of Marsh Violet within these clearings, yet time will tell if the 

Pearls can sustain a breeding colony. Nearby Hareford has long been a 

stronghold for the Small Pearls, though this spring and summer drainage work 

that was carried out within these fields may well pressure some of the 

population to move. The Gordon basin is an ever shrinking and increasingly 

pressured habitat, now a mere fragment of what once was. Meanwhile only a 

mile away at Gordon Community Woodland the recently discovered small 

colony by Macks Mill continues to thrive. This year a lack of nectar plants 

pressured the colony to spread out across the Community woodland in search of 

flowering Bugle in particular. So starved were they that when I presented a 

flowering spike in my hand that I had picked, by way of experiment, from the 

shadier part of the wood, I almost immediately attracted 3 Pearls that heartily 

supped from the spike unperturbed completely by my presence.  



                                              

Berwick Wildlife Group 

 

7.30pm, Wednesday 20th November  
 

Iain Cowe 
 

 

The White-letter 

Hairstreak crosses the 

Border  

 

All Welcome at the United Reformed Church, 
Main Street, Spittal TD15 1QY 
Members £2, non members £3 

 

Coming up next month I will be presenting a talk and slide show for the 

Berwick Wildlife Group at the venue below regarding the progress we have 

made uncovering the distribution of the White-letter Hairstreak.  



Moths in dark places - the search 

for hibernating Heralds 

Tuesday 19
th
 November 2019 

Voulnteers Hall, Duns, 10am-11am 

 

Join us for a talk about Herald moths and the findings of 

the hibernating Herald survey that has been running in 

Scotland for the last three winters. Hosted by Duns U3A. 

All welcome - just turn up! 



  
The Obscure and Less Seldom Seen 

Finally, for this edition of the newsletter a section of photos of the more unlikely and rarely seen 

during 2019.  A few of these rarities have already been covered. But these are the extras that have 

not.    

Northern Brown Argus 1st instar caterpillar at 

Burnmouth. 

A freshly laid White-letter Hairstreak egg at Kelso. 

A mating pair of White-letter Hairstreak at Kelso 

The green-blue scaling on a Comma hindwing at 

Chirnside. 



 

  

A very rare White-letter Hairstreak Satyrium w-album 

ab. Albovirgata. At Kelso. 
Ian Malcolm’s melanistic White Ermine from St Marys 

Loch in late May. 

The eggs of the Cinnabar on the undersides of a young 

Ragwort plant at Coldingham Bay. 

A Speckled Wood egg photographed near Chirnside in 

the Autumn. 



 

 

 

So, there it is till the Spring. Lots, lots more could have gone into this edition 

and I have no doubt I will hear of some great discovery a few days after the 

newsletter is released. It’s been an extraordinary season, and I expect a 

similarly extraordinary season to come through 2020. 

 

I really appreciated the large amount of feedback I got from the last newsletter 

and tried to level out some of the criticisms in this issue. One of the criticisms 

was my use of brightly coloured pages that can distract from the text and make 

it hard to read. To be perfectly honest… I think on review that I have actually 

gone way further with the bright colours this time... :D The more you do of 

these things the more options you find to change colours and put in blends and 

gradients and shades….and…well…overcomplicate things…so shoot me.         

 

Many thanks to Barry, Malcolm and Katty for articles and Teyl…next time Teyl. 

Also, many thanks to all the recorders out there who did such a grand job again 

this year. 

 

Checkout our social media pages for latest sightings. 

 All the best for Christmas and the New Year. 

Iain. 

 

 

 


